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Abstract

Sessions of a signaling service with high real time demands which are subject to unaccept-
able delays may be obsolete or prematurely terminated by the customer; in either way,
they are a burden to the signaling network. It would ease the load of the network and im-
prove the performance of all sessions in progress, if such delayed sessions could be abort-
ed as quickly as possible. By measuring the network delay on individual signals of a
service session, it is possible to perform signaling network congestion control that consid-
ers the state in the entire signaling network. Under the assumption that a session comprises
a sequence of signals between one originating node and an arbitrary number of destination
nodes, it is possible to predict the total duration of a session. The prediction is calculated
from previously completed signals using a state machine, which is defined per signaling
link. The annihilation of sessions, for which the prediction exceeds a predefined time limit,
is an embryo of a simple signaling network congestion control mechanism (CCM). This
simple CCM increases the number of successfully completed services with a few hundred
percent under favorable circumstances. The state machine approach has been proven to
function well in all types of environments. The robustness and stability of the proposed
CCM is demonstrated and the fairness in the admission of signaling services into the net-
work at very high loads are also shown.

1. Introduction

The evolution of IN and mobile communications requires services of high complexity, and al-
ters signaling traffic patterns, as compared to ordinary PSTN services [1]. A complex service,
such as the hand over procedure in mobile communications, needs more signals before com-
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pletion, has higher demands on real time efficiency, and involves more nodes than services in
the PSTN [2,3]. Moreover, as new services are introduced, the number of simultaneous ses-
sions to be handled by the signaling network increases, thereby increasing network load.
Present congestion control mechanisms in Signaling System #7 (SS7) are primarily designed
to cope with traditional call set-up and call release in the PSTN. All in all, this necessitates a
new approach to efficient network solutions for signaling network congestion control.

Sessions of a service with high real time demands which are subject to unacceptable delays
may be obsolete, or prematurely terminated by the customer; in either way, they are just a bur-
den to the signaling network. It would ease the load of the network and improve overall perfor-
mance if such delayed sessions could be aborted as quickly as possible. The annihilation of
sessions for which the first two signals consume more time than an allowed fraction of the al-
lowed service completion time, has proven to be a well functioning congestion control mecha-
nism (CCM) [4]. The introduction of a state machine and a memory function for each signaling
link makes it possible, even before any signal of the session has left the originating node, to
predict the completion time of a service session with good accuracy and to detect an emerging
congestion [5,6].

2. Congestion control in signaling networks

2.1 Congestion control functions in signaling networks

An SS7 network is a packet switched network with the sole mission to support a telephone net-
work. The signaling network consists of a number of signaling Points (nodes) and signaling
Transfer Points (transit nodes) connected via signaling Links (links) in a mesh structure [7, 8].
The information communicated between the nodes to conclude a signaling service session is
transported in signals guided by a routing algorithm. In case of link outage, or congestion, the
routing algorithm must redirect the signals through the network in such a fashion that healthy
parts of the network are not overloaded, i.e. the robustness of the routing algorithm is not nego-
tiable [9]. This suggests that the properties of the routing algorithm are inseparable from flow
and congestion control in setting the boundaries for signaling network performance. A large
number of routing algorithms have been thoroughly investigated, and their properties are well
known, all ranging from fixed routing to very sophisticated adaptive routing algorithms [8].

A signaling network is engineered in such a fashion that normal load represents about 25-40%
of maximum load, suggesting congestion to be very unlikely at normal working conditions.
Congestion is more likely to arise from traffic redirections at network component failure, or by
an extremely high call intensity to one specific node [10]. The traditional role of a CCM in SS7
is to resolve an immediate overload situation in a link or a node by throttling the traffic with
destination to the congested area without any regards to the impact on the surrounding net-
work.

A good CCM must be able to resolve the overload situation in such a manner that the entire
network benefits. Furthermore, it must be able to foresee an emerging congestion, and to take
adequate prophylactic steps in order to normalize the situation [7,11].



2.2 Network delays as a foundation to a CCM

An increase in offered signaling network load will increase the signaling session completion
time, and further increase in offered load will eventually cause congestion with session com-
pletion times approaching infinity (fig. 2.1) [12]. Two conclusions may be derived instanta-
neously:

i) The signaling session completion time contains information about network load, and
thus indirectly information concerning the congestion state in the network. This
information may be used both as a parameter in a routing algorithm or in a CCM.

ii ) Signaling sessions with real time demands will not easily be able to meet these
demands during high network load.

Figure 2.1: The relationship between Figure 2.2: The relationship between of-
offered network load and session fered network and carried network load.
completion times. The 95% confidence intervals are within

+/- 0.05 of the curves.

The carried load, i.e. the number of sessions completed within their allowed service comple-
tion time divided by the number of a generated sessions at an offered network load of 1.0, in-
creases in proportion to the increase in offered load (fig. 2.2). When the offered load increases
beyond a certain value, the load threshold, the carried load reaches its maximum and then falls
dramatically. The load threshold is determined by the real time demands of the signaling ses-
sions, and the physical topology and the service architecture of the network. A reduction of the
real time demands moves the load threshold to a higher offered network load, and vice versa.
The effect may be interpreted as a virtual congestion, more severely experienced by services
with high real time demands, long before an actual congestion arises. This implies that conges-
tion control is a necessity at all conceivable network loads when real time demands are present.

A signaling service session that exceeds its allowed completion time displeases the customer
and deteriorates network performance by occupying buffer space and processor capacity with-
out contributing to the carried network load. In a normally engineered network, signals of such
sessions have with high probability encountered a congested part of the network. signaling ses-
sions encountering congestion fuel the congestion, and consume much time in penetrating the
congested part of the network. The annihilation of such sessions would serve the dual purpose
of reducing the load of the congested part as well as freeing communication facilities, and thus
enhancing the possibility for other sessions to meet their real time demands. If knowledge of
the duration of sessions could be obtained prior to their completion, it would be possible to an-
nihilate sessions with too long completion time or to prevent them from getting started. This is
the foundation of a benign CCM, one that detects a congestion at an early state and acts to re-
duce the flow in the congested direction.
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3. A CCM state machine

3.1 An estimate of the network load

The signal completion time contains information about the network load. This information
may be used in two ways, one regarding the link between the originating and the destination
nodes and one regarding the overall load situation in the network.

The completion time of the most recent signal on a link is a good estimate of the completion
time for the next signal to traverse that link if not too long time has elapsed between the two
events. E.g. consider a 20 node symmetrical network with a uniform load. To achieve a corre-
lation above 0.8 in this network between two events, “too long” means more than one average
signal completion time at an offered network load of 0.25, and about 7 average signal comple-
tion times at an offered network load of 0.95. This in spite of the average signal completion
time being roughly 10 times greater in the latter case.

An estimate of the overall network load from an originating nodei’s perspective in a network
with N possible destination nodes,j: , and signaling eventn is to take
place, is given by

3.1

where
P(i,j,n−1) = the prediction of the signal completion time between the originating

nodei and the destination nodej at signaling eventn−1 and thus
calculated withL(i,n-1)

and
M(i,j,n) =  the shortest measured signal completion time between the originating

 nodei and the destination nodej including signaling eventn−1.

L(i,n) is a load measure in the interval  and is not identical to the conventional
notation of load as system utilization.L(i,n) grows with network load increase.

3.2 The state machine

The two ways of using the completion time information may be molded together onto a state
machine to produce a prediction of the signaling session completion time (fig. 3.1). The predic-
tion of a service session completion time is delivered when a signal is about to leave the origi-
nating node, i.e. even before the first signal of the session has entered any link.
There is one state machine per origination-destination pair, and it consists of three states, and
of three transitions. A brief explanation of the states and transitions is presented the sequel.
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Figure 3.1: The state machine with its states and transitions.

State 1. The link has been idle for such a long time that the most recent signal com-
pletion time is no longer valid as a prediction for the completion time of the
next signaling event. We then setP(i,j,n) = aM(i,j,n)L(i,n) wherea is a tun-
ing parameter.

Transition 1. A signal is sent from nodei to node j.

State 2. The signal causing Transition 1 has not yet returned to nodei. We set P(i,j,n)
= t+bM(i,j,n)L(i,n),wheret is the time so far consumed by the signal andb is
a tuning parameter.

Transition 2. The signal in State 2 has returned to nodei.

State 3. There exists a recent signal completion time,R(i,j,r), that can be used as a
prediction at the next signaling event. Here we set P(i,j,n) = cR(i,j,r) and
here is alsoc a tuning parameter.r denotes signaling eventr, i.e. the signal-
ing event that set of the signal responsible forR(i,j,r).

Transition 3. Too long time has elapsed since the last signaling event. This happens when
Te(i,j,n) = dR(i,j,r)L(i,n), where Te(i,j,n) is the time elapsed since signaling
eventn between OD pairi and j. d is a tuning parameter.

3.3 Prediction of session completion time and annihilation criteria

A service session in our model has one originating node, i, andk randomly selected destination
nodes,jm: , andm: . A service session then compris-
esk signals. The signalm to node jm is divided into two parts. The first part traverses the net-
work from the nodei to node jm and then the second part of signalm completes the round trip
back to nodei. The prediction of the completion time of a signaling session originating in node
i and comprisingk signals of whichl signals are already completed is calculated as

State 3.
Recent signal

State 2.
Signal in
progress

State 1.
No recent

signal

Transition 3.
Signal not recent

Transition 2.
Signal completed

Transition 1.
Signal starts

jm 1 … N, ,{ }∈ jm i≠∧ m 1 … k, ,{ }∈



3.2

wheretm is the actual time consumed for signalm. D(i,n,k,0) is the initial prediction for a ses-
sion of k signals which is made before the first signal of the session has left the originating
node.

A simple CCM is to annihilate signaling sessions for which the predictionD(i,n,k,0) is greater
than a set time limit depending on the maximum allowed session completion time. The time
limit may be derived from time critical services in the network, such as the hand over proce-
dure in cellular networks, or simply be set in such a fashion that it protects the network from
congestion.

The annihilation procedure in this study is as follows:

i) Determine the shortest possible completion time for sessions,originating
in nodei and comprisingk signals

3.3

ii ) If D(i,n,k,0)> A min(s),session s is annihilated.

and the real time demands of a session are, in this study, treated in the following manner:

If D(i,n,k,k)> B min(s), sessions has not met its real time demands and is
 considered not successfully completed.

To make the annihilation criteria and the session real time demands work together it is obvious
that . The annihilation procedure can be refined by estimating variance of the predictions
and including this in the decision weather to annihilate or not [13].

Since several services are supported in a real signaling network, each with its unique service
characteristic, one single time limit is not satisfactory as an annihilation criteria for service ses-
sions. The annihilation criteria may by added as a service characteristic for each specific ser-
vice, this is possible without corrupting either the proposed CCM or the service [14]. In a
wider perspective it is not only the network itself that must benefit from a CCM. The network
operators’ objective is to optimize the financial profit from the signaling network. The CCM
can be one tool in achieving this task, using the CCM to annihilate the least profitable sessions
first [13].

An investigation reveals a correlation in the order of 0.8-0.95 betweenD(i,n,k,0) and the actual
completion time of the session through a wide range of networks, network characteristics and
offered network loads [6].

In other words, it is possible to make a good prediction of the completion time of a session, and
to predict how it will meet its real time demands. A good prediction of the completion time of
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sessions also makes it possible to detect an actual or an emerging congestion with good accura-
cy since session completion time is closely related to network induced signal delays and there-
by related to network load.

4. Numerical results

4.1 The signaling network model

The nodes in the network model comprise both signaling Point and signaling Transfer Point
functions in the sense that all nodes may initiate or terminate service sessions and they can all
transfer incoming signals towards the final destinations. Each node comprise two parts: the
lower layers and the upper layers, representing the OSI layers 1-3 and 4-7 respectively. Or
equivalently expressed: One queue represents the Message Transfer Part (MTP) and the other
represents the User Parts (UP) and Transaction Capabilities (TC). In the lower layers there is
also a signal discrimination function for routing an incoming signal to either the upper layers
of the node or to an outgoing link for further transport in the network (fig. 4.1)

Each composite layer is represented by a queue with an FCFS queuing strategy and with the
service time being the sum of a constant time and a time derived from a negative exponential
distribution. The mean service time of the server in the lower layers is fixed, while the mean
service time for the upper layers is variable to model the complexity of the processing per-
formed by the upper layers. The processing times in the upper layers are chosen to make con-
gestion highly probable in either the lower or the upper layers. The two cases represent
distinctly different congestion scenarios: one where MTP functions and one where UP/TC
functions suffer from congestion. In the sequel, the two cases are referred to as lower layer con-
gestion and upper layer congestion respectively.

Figure 4.1:Queuing model of node interior.

The analysis are performed on 8 asymmetrical networks and on one symmetrical network. In
asymmetrical networks all nodes have their own unique vicinity both in terms of connectivity
and traffic, while in the symmetrical network all nodes have identical physical and statistical
surroundings. The networks differ both in the number of nodes and the number of outgoing/in-
coming links per node. The network topologies are generated by random process. Their
characteristics are presented in the table 4.1 below.
Fixed routing is employed in such a manner that all signals traversing the network from node
A to node B use the same route, while signals from node B to A may use another route. The

Lower layers
Routing

Upper layers



routing tables are calculated by a shortest path algorithm, where shortest is in terms of nodes
traversed. The transmission delays are incorporated in the lower layers service times. The se-
lected routning strategy complies with the strategy of SS7 [15].

The generated sessions are uniformly distributed between the originating nodes, and it is de-
rived from a negative exponential distribution. The destination nodes are selected in the same
fashion.

In this investigation is the number of signals,k, per service session is derived from a uniform
distribution and is in the range of 2< k < 19. The number of signals per service session will
then span from 4 to 38. In PSTN is the number of signals per service session less than 10 for all
services, while in GSM it may even exceed 40.

Table 4.1:Properties of the studied networks.

4.2 The metric

We use the carried load, i.e. the number of sessions completed within their allowed service
completion time divided by the number of a generated sessions at an offered network load of
1.0, as a metric. The metric discloses the network’s ability to handle the present offered net-
work load under the constraint of service related real time demands. It also reveals the possibil-
ity for a session to fulfill its mission as requested by a customer, and is thereby closely related
to that part of customer satisfaction that is derived from network performance.

The real time demands are expressed asD(i,n,k,k)< Bmin(s), whereB = 10.5. This is a moder-
ate demand for the networks that suffer from lower layer congestion and a reasonably harsh de-
mand from the networks that suffer from upper layer congestion. The real time demand in
network no. 9 is in-between the above mentioned cases.

Network no.
Number of

nodes
Congestion

in

Average no.
of links per

node

Real time
demand:

B

1 10 lower layers 3.0 10.5

2 10 lower layers 4.0 10.5

3 10 upper layers 3.0 10.5

4 10 upper layers 4.0 10.5

5 40 lower layers 3.0 10.5

6 40 lower layers 4.5 10.5

7 40 upper layers 3.0 10.5

8 40 upper layers 4.5 10.5

9
Symmetrical

20 lower layers 4.0 8



The carried load cannot reach 1.0 if signaling session real time demands are present. See fig.
2.2 for maximum carried load at a given maximum allowed session completion time in an un-
adulterated network. E.g. the maximum carried load is 0.83 and the offered load threshold is
0.86 for an allowed session completion time of 8.0 t.u, or equivalentlyD(i,n,k,k)> 8min(s).

4.3 Static and transient performance

The impact of the proposed CCM is negligible at normal offered network load and increases
dramatically with offered network load [4,5]. In other words, it does not interfere with the net-
work under normal working conditions, i.e. an offered network load below the load threshold,
but steps into action when congestion arises. Simulations reveal significant improvements of
throughput, compared to an unadulterated network, at offered network loads above the load
threshold. The proposed CCM performed better than our interpretation of existing CCM in
SS7 in a comparison [6].

The proposed CCM also performs well during transients, even at instantaneous offered load
changes with a offered load peak magnitude of 10.0 [6].

4.4 Stability

Stability in this context is ability of the CCM to refrain from oscillating in between states and
to keep predictions, under the condition good accuracy, from approaching infinity. The transi-
tion between states in the state machine can not result in instability as the transitions are gov-
erned by the arrival of signals and they arrive independently of the state machine.

The setting of the tuning parameters,a,b,c andd in section 3.3, may create instability and must
therefore be studied carefully. To sweep the parameters without any control mechanism
present and then observe the impact on prediction accuracy is both simple and effective. The
mean of the squared error of the actual and the predicted session completion times is used to
asses the accuracy of the prediction. The curves are normalized with respect to the smallest ex-
pectation of the squared error and the square of the shortest possible session completion time.
The results are displayed in fig. 4.2 a-d below. Networks 3, 6, and 9 are selected to reduce the
number of diagrams and while maintaining a reasonable spread in network properties.

The minima of the squared errors are all located ata = 1 with a fairly steep descents on the
lower a side fig. 4.2 a. This indicates that the accuracy of the prediction of the signal comple-
tion time is severely reduced ifa is set to a too small value. The state machine is unstable and
can not produce any results regarding the square errors fora > 1. The choice ofa fairly simple,
just leta be equal to one. The simulations are performed with an offered network load of 0.25,
this being a region with a high probability to be in State 1.

The minima the squared errors are located within the interval 0.5< b < 1.0, and assumes differ-
ent values for different networks, as shown in fig. 4.2 b. The minimums are all shallow and this
indicates that the accuracy of the prediction of the signal completion times are only slightly re-
duced ifb is not optimally chosen. The state machine is stable for all investigated values ofb.
This makes the choice ofb a delicate matter as theb for optimal performance is network de-
pendant. On the other hand is the probability to be in State 2 small and therefore is the impact
of parameterb on the overall state machine performance also little. The simulations are per-
formed with an offered network load of 0.75, since this is where the highest probability to be in
State 2 is found.



Figure 4.2 a-d:Impact of the parametersa, b, c andd on networks no 3, 6 and 9.

The minima of the squared errors are all located atc = 1 with fairly steep descents on both
sides (fig. 4.2 c), indicating a noticeable loss of accuracy for the prediction of the signal com-
pletion time if . Within the range simulated,c does not reveal any tendencies to cause in-
stability in the state machine. The choice ofc is then rather simple, just letc = 1. The
simulations are performed with an offered network load of 0.95, since this is a area where State
3 is predominant.

The minima of the squared errors are located atd = 1 with a fairly steep descents on the lower
d side and with almost no descents on the other side (fig. 4.2 d). This implies a fair loss of ac-
curacy for the prediction of the signal completion times ifd is set too small. On the other hand,
overshootingd has only a small impact on the accuracy. Within the simulated range,d does not
reveal any tendencies to cause instability in the state machine. This makes the choice ofd rath-
er simple, simply letd > 1. The simulations are performed with an offered network load of
0.75, since this is where the highest number of transitions from State 3 to State 1 can be ex-
pected. The poor accuracy of the predictions ford < 1.0 is the result of too quick transitions to
State 1, resulting in to many predictions being made in State 1 when State 1 is not the optimal
state to make those predictions in.

The results above are generated from all states of the state machine and therefore only depicts
the overall impact of the parameters on state machine. Worth noting is that all minima for the
squared errors coincide for all networks, with the exception of those of the tuning parameterb,
and thus are the tuning parametersa, c andd network independent.

4.5 Robustness

The topologies of signaling networks may vary widely and the proposed CCM must be able to
function in all network topologies without any change in its behavior. The networks display
variation in size, connectivity, traffic demand, real time demands, and the location of where a
congestion is likely to arise. Robustness is the ability to maintain peak performance indepen-
dent of the environment. The robustness of the signaling network is crucial and thus is the ro-
bustness of a signaling network congestion control mechanism not negotable[16].
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Figure 4.3 a-i:Carried network load vs. offered network load. The static behavior of the
networks no. 1-9 utilizing the proposed CCM are represented by the upper lines and the
lower lines represent the carried load without any CCM.

The proposed CCM handles all nine networks well during steady state as shown in fig. 4.3 a-i.
The conclusion must be that the CCM with identical tuning parameters is robust regarding net-
work size, topology, traffic demands, real time demands, and congestion location.

The diagrams presented in the sequel only cover network no 3, 6 and 9 due to space limitations.
The proposed CCM must also handle transients in offered load without any signs of instability
or of delay in reaction time. The networks are subject to a pulse in offered load, with a magni-
tude of 2.0, to facilitate a study of its behavior during transients (fig. 4.4 a-c). Before initiating
the pulse, the networks are kept at low offered load (0.25) until a steady state is reached. The
duration of the pulse is long enough to let the networks enter a new steady state. The offered
load of 0.25 is resumed after the offered load pulse. The proposed CCM follows the pulse well.

The slope of the carried load at the transient in fig. 4.4 a-c is partly due to the time it takes to
build up the new load in the network, and partly to the reaction time of the proposed CCM.
Nevertheless, the time span of the slope is not longer than a few session completion times. The
conclusion must be that the proposed CCM is able to protect the network at rapidly emerging
congestions, while maintaining a high carried load.
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Figure 4.4 a-c: The transient behavior of the proposed CCM for networks no. 3, 6 and 9
respectively. Dashed lines represent the offered network load and solid lines represent
the carried load while utilizing the proposed CCM. Time is defined so that 100 sessions
are initiated per time unit in the diagrams.

The proposed CCM is able to produce a carried load higher than obtainable from an unadulter-
ated network at offered loads in excess of the load threshold. This is due to the annihilation of
sessions with a predicted completion time exceedingAmin(s) gives “extra space” in the net-
work for sessions with a predicted completion time belowAmin(s), and that extra space in-
creases the probability for the surviving sessions to meet their real time demands, thus the
increase of carried load. This effect is more evident at higher real time demands as proportion-
ally more sessions are annihilated in this case. The CCM can not entirely free the network of
too long sessions, and therefore is the carried network load less than 1. The phenomenon is ob-
vious in fig. 4.3 a-i and visible in fig.4.4 when the maximum carried network load has been ob-
tained from fig. 4.3.

4.6 Admission

The interarrival times for the generated sessions follow a negative exponential distribution,
and our analysis shows that the distribution of the interarrival times of admitted sessions are
close to the negative exponential distribution, but with a slight increase in the probability for
the longer interarrival times of admitted sessions.

Figure 4.5:Standard deviation of the interarrival times divided by
the mean of the interarrival times for networks no. 3, 6 and 9.
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The number of nodes seem to display a stabilizing effect on the arrival process of admitted ses-
sions. This indicates that the proposed CCM is both fair in its session admittance policy, and is
free from exaggerated oscillating between time periods of admittance and non-admittance (fig.
4.5).

5. Conclusion
The work demonstrates the possibility of using information derived from the completion time
of the signals in a signaling network to gain knowledge of network performance, and thereby
detect congestion. This information may also be used to design a signaling network CCM that
operates independently of applications, and independently of nodes.

A simple CCM that predicts the session completion time from the most reliable signaling
events of a node, and annihilates the session if the predicted completion time is found to be too
long, improves network performance at congestion significantly. This applies to a signaling
network both during steady state and transients loads. The proposed CCM has proven to han-
dle very high overloads. It is even able to increase the carried load under favorable circum-
stances.

The proposed CCM is both stable and robust. It handles a wide range of signaling network to-
pologies, connection densities, traffic demands, real time demands, and congestion location.
Further, its performance is close to peak performance in the studied networks without any tun-
ing.

The proposed CCM steps into action when a congestion is detected and reduces the load in the
proper directions while being fair to all service classes [14], to all call attempts, and to services
traversing any number of nodes.

6. Future work
The studied CCM can be refined in a number of ways. One way is to calculateLn(i,j)  for each
individual outgoing signaling link of a node and not as present, calculated per on information
from all outgoing links.

The proposed CCM cannot be expected to reveal all possible flaws or benefits unless studied
under more realistic circumstances. The assumptions in this paper of uniform service call in-
tensity distribution over the nodes of the network is not realistic. Further, focused overloads
must also be investigated since most congestions are located in a node or a small part network.

Congestion control is not separable from routing. The proposed CCM must also be able to
work in conjunction with routing algorithms. This aspect is not investigated in this paper.
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